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John Tetzel hailed from Leipzig. He was a friar
of the Dominican order. Tetzel was both a
teacher of theology and a preacher in Leipzig for a time, and in 1509 became an inquisitor (someone who interrogated heretics) in
Poland. His gifts found their best use, however, in the public speaking and salesmanship
needed to sell indulgences. By all accounts,
including some sermons that still exist today,
Tetzel was a master of propaganda. He
preached that wherever the indulgence
was, Rome itself could be found, and with it
salvation. His most famous point, a poem of
sorts, even found its way into Luther’s 95 Theses: “As soon as the coin in the chest rings, the soul from purgatory
springs.” This and other dramatically exaggerated statements
made Tetzel one of the most successful and profitable peddlers of
indulgences, especially in the year of 1517 when he began
preaching them in Germany for Archbishop Albrecht of Mainz—
just across the river from Wittenberg, where Luther and his parishioners lay.
Tetzel preached in the town of Jüterbog in the summer of 1517,
closest to Luther. As more of Luther’s own members returned with
letters of indulgence from Tetzel, he began to preach against
them. We might find the money the most detestable part—
salvation should be free! To our shame, that probably shows that
we value money more than the Lord’s Word. Luther was most
concerned that grace was being cheapened to the cost of money, and that repentance was all but disappearing.
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With a letter of indulgence—especially for someone already
dead—repentance was unnecessary. Money, as it turns out, is
much easier to part with than our own ego and self-righteousness.
Indulgences were often misunderstood in an even worse manner,
that they were spiritual “get out of jail free” cards. Some bought
indulgences before they went off to commit theft, murder, or
adultery. Thus, the sale of indulgences only furthered human reliance on their own works, and hindered repentance, faith, and
holy living.
Overall, Tetzel is the face and name put on the problem of indulgences. But he was only the place where the rubber hit the road.
The drive-shaft of indulgences and the false theology was the
Archbishop of Mainz and the Pope himself. Thus, while Luther’s 95
theses seemed to attack a nameless peddler like Tetzel, it was not
long before even Luther had to admit that the Pope was in his
sights. Tetzel, however, had special interest in attacking Luther as
a heretic (besides being an inquisitor himself): Luther’s reformation
teaching began to cut into his sales. He wrote theses refuting Luther’s. Luther and Tetzel had a brief battle against each other,
mostly through their writings. But in the end, Tetzel gave way to the
much stronger attack of John Eck, who was the first substantial
opponent of Luther’s theology. Luther, near the end of Tetzel’s life,
even told Tetzel that the indulgence controversy was not his fault
but those who employed him. Tetzel died in August of 1519.
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